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1. INTRODUCTION
w xRecently, several works 18]21, 32 have given the natural connections
wbetween operator theory and the theory of quadrature domains 1, 9, 12,
x13, 22, 23, 25 . The goal of this paper is to give further connections
between these two subjects.
In the present paper, ``Hilbert space'' means a separable complex
Hilbert space, and ``operator'' means a linear bounded operator on a
wHilbert space. Let A be an operator on the Hilbert space H. Let A*,
xA s A*A y AA* be the self-commutator of A. Let M s M be theA
w xnon-selfadjoint subspace of A, i.e., the closure of A*, A H. Let K s
m w x <  < .K s E A* M. Denote C s C s A*, A and L s L s A* *.K KA m A A
 .  . . .Let P z, w s det w y L* z y L y C if the determinant exists. TheA
first problem we study in this paper is the following: Which condition on A
 .  .  .should be imposed so that i dim K - `, ii the spectrum s A is the
union of a finite collection of the closures of quadrature domains D in Cj
or the projection of quadrature domains D in finite Riemann surfacesj
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 .  .see Section 2 , j s 1, 2, . . . , m and the essential spectrum s A sess
n  .   . 4  .D ­ D , iii D ­ D ; z : P z, z s 0 , and iv the defining polynomi-js1 j j j A
 .als P z, w of the quadrature domains D , j s 1, 2, . . . , n, are factors ofD jj
 .P z, w .A
This problem is naturally connected with the analytic model for the
w xsubnormal operators. In 29 , the author mentioned a trivial fact that for a
subnormal operator S, the non-selfadjoint space M , the closure of theS
w x  w x.range of S*, S , is invariant with respect to S* cf. also 15, 18 . Hence
K s M . For the sake of the concrete model of a pure subnormalS S
 w x.operator with finite rank self-commutator, the author cf. 32 generalized
the concept of a quadrature domain in C to the quadrature domain in a
w xfinite Riemann surface 24 , while in the case of a cyclic or rational cyclic
 wsubnormal operator only the quadrature domain in C is needed cf. 18, 19,
x.32 . In Section 2 of this paper, there is a description of the definitions of
such domains and related objects. We also solve for the most part the
above problem for any pure subnormal operator with finite rank self-
commutator.
For a pure hyponormal operator H on a Hilbert space H with a rank
one self-commutator, based on the solution of the two-dimensional L-
w xproblem of moment, Putinar 20, 21 proves that dim K - q` iff theH
Pincus principal function g of H is 1 , the characteristic function ofH s H .
 . s H which is the closure of a quadrature domain in C. In the papers of
 w x.Pincus and Carey e.g., 3, 4 , they define the principal function g asH
.y1 in this case. Among others, based on the Pincus principal func-s H .
w x  .   . 4tion and 7 , Putinar also proves that s H s z : P z, z s 0 .ess D
In order to make this paper readable, in Section 3 we give a brief
 w x w x w x.account of the analytic model cf. 17 , 27 , 28 of a pure hyponormal
operator with a rank one self-commutator satisfying g s 1 whereH s H .
 .s H is bounded by a finite set of piecewise smooth Jordan curves. In this
case, by means of the analytic model, the author gives another proof of the
  . 4  .fact that dim K - q` and ­ D s z : P z, z s 0 if s H is theH D
closure of a quadrature domain D ; C. The author proves that P s PH D
gives a concrete description of K in terms of the eigenfunctions of H*H
corresponding to the eigenvalues z , . . . , z , where z , . . . , z are the poles1 k 1 k
of the Schwarz function of the domain D. We also give some identities of
the eigenfunctions of H* related to the quadrature identity of the quadra-
ture domain.
In Section 4, we study the restriction of a hyponormal operator H
 .satisfying conditions in Section 3 on any invariant subspace with finite
codimension. This kind of operator is also hyponormal with a finite rank
self-commutator. We solve the greater part of the above problem for this
class of operators. The results in Sections 2]4 suggests a conjecture that
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for every pure hyponormal operator H with a finite rank self-commutator
satisfying dim K - q`, the above problem may be solved positively.H
 .The second part of this paper Section 5 studies the following problem.
 .  w x.Suppose H s H , . . . , H is a hyponormal tuple cf. 2 of commuting1 n
operators and one of these H 's, say, H , is an operator with a rank one1
w xself-commutator. What is the structure of H , . . . , and H ? In 31 , under2 n
certain conditions on H , . . . , H , it is proved that if H is not a linear2 n 1
combination of a unilateral shift and the identity, then H , j s 2, . . . , nj
must be a linear combination of H and the identity. In Section 5, we1
 .prove that if g s 1 and s H is a closure of a quadrature domain,H s H . 11 1
then either H is a linear combination of a unilateral shift and the identity1
and H is subnormal, or each H is a linear combination of the operator Hj 1
and the identity.
In the last section of the present paper, we study the hyponormal
extension of a hyponormal operator and introduce the definition of an
extremely hyponormal operator. We prove that every pure hyponormal
operator with rank one self-commutator is either extremely hyponormal or
a linear combination of a unilateral shift and the identity. As a by product,
we give an operator theoretic proof of a basic theorem in the theory of
 w x.quadrature domains cf. 1 that a quadrature domain of order 1 must be a
circular disk. On the other hand, it also can be explained as the application
of that basic theorem to the study of pure hyponormal operators with rank
one self-commutators.
This work was inspired by Professor Ky Fan, a great mathematician
whose fundamental contributions are well known in many areas of mathe-
matics and include the interactions between operator theory and complex
w xanalysis as shown in 10, 11 , etc.
2. QUADRATURE DOMAINS AND
SUBNORMAL OPERATORS
In order to avoid technical complexity, we adopt the following definition
w xof the quadrature domain 32 .
w xSuppose D is a domain in a finite Riemann surface 24 with boundary
­ D consisting of finite collection of piecewise smooth Jordan curves.
 .Assume that there is a conformal mapping except at a finite set of points
c from D onto a bounded domain D ; C which is continuous on
 .D j ­ D and is univalent on ­ D except at a finite set of points such that
y1 .  .for every w g D, c w contains no more than N - q` points. In this
 .case c is said to be a multivalent function. Let us identify c z with z for
 .z g ­ D. If there exists a meromorphic function S z on D which is
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continuous on D j ­ D satisfying
S z s z , z g ­ D , 1 .  .
 .then D is said to be a quadrature domain in a finite Riemann surface, S ? is
 w x w x.said to be the Schwarz function cf. 9 , 25 of D, and c is said to be the
 .projection of D. If D ; C and c z s z , z g D, then this is the quadra-
 w x w x w x w x w x w x.ture domain in the literature cf. 1 , 9 , 12 , 13 , 18]23 , 25 . As a
matter of fact, some other mathematicians have already studied some
w x special cases of the quadrature domain in a Riemann surface, e.g., 12 . In
w x  .30 , the author already knows the importance of the identity 1 in the
.theory of subnormal operators with finite rank self-commutators.
Ä  w x.Let D be the Schottky double cf. 12 of a quadrature domain D.
 . n nThen there is a unique polynomial P z, w with leading term z w andD
 . minimal degree n satisfying conditions P z , w s P w, z and ­ D s z .D D
Ä . 4g C : P z, z s 0 such that D is the Riemann surface of the polynomial
 .P z, w . This P is said to be the defining polynomial of D.D D
 .Let z , . . . , z be the different poles of the Schwarz function S ? on D1 m
of order n , . . . , n respectively. Then n s n q ??? qn is said to be the1 m 1 m
order of D. There exists a local chart at the neighborhood of z andk
constants a , l s 0, . . . , n y 1, such that for every function f analytic onk , l k
D and continuous on D j ­ D the quadrature identity
n y1m k1
 l .z f z dz s a f z 2 .  .  . H k , l k2p i ­ D ks1 ls0
holds. We may choose a metric on D such that the area element is
1 .  .  .dm z s dc z n dc z , then 2 is equivalent to the area quadrature .2
identity
n y1m k1
 l .f z dm z s a f z . 3 .  .  .  . HH k , l kp D ks1 ls0
For a quadrature domain D in the complex plane C, the polynomial
 . m  .nk w xQ z s  z y z is said to be the denominator 20, 21 of theD ks1 k
 .Schwarz function S ? .
 .Let S s S , . . . , S be a k-tuple of operators on a Hilbert space H. If1 k
 .there exists a Hilbert space K = H and a k-tuple N s N , . . . , N of1 k
<commuting normal operators on K such that S s N , j s 1, 2, . . . , k,Hj j
then S is said to be a subnormal tuple of operators and N is said to be a
normal extension of S. If k s 1, then S is said to be a subnormal1
operator. Some other definitions and theorems related to subnormal
w x w xoperators used in this paper can be found in 8 and 32 .
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 .Let A s be the algebra of all analytic functions on some neighbor-
hoods of s . Let D be a quadrature domain on a finite Riemann surface.
 .Let E be an auxiliary finite dimensional Hilbert space. Let L E be the
 .  .algebra of all linear operators on E. Let q ? be a L E -valued piecewise
 .  .continuous function on ­ D satisfying q z G 0, det q z ) 0 on ­ D. Let
2 .  .H D, q be the Hilbert space completion of A D j ­ D with respect to
the inner product
< <f , h s q z f z , h z dz . 4 .  .  .  .  . .H E
­ D
 . .  .  .  .Let S be the operator Sf z s c z f z on D, where c z is the
 .projection of D. Then from 1 it is easy to see that S is a subnormal
operator with finite rank self-commutator. It is easy to see that the
 . .  .minimal normal extension of S is the operator Nf z s zf z , z g ­ D
2 . 2 .for f g L ­ D, q , where L ­ D, q is the Hilbert space of E-valued
 .  .measurable functions f satisfying f , f - q`, where ?, ? is the same
 .inner product 4 .
For any subnormal operator S on a Hilbert space H with minimal
normal extension N on K, it is easy to see that S*M ; M where M s
w x  w x w x.  < .closure of S*, S H cf. 15 , 29 . Thus K s M. Denote L s S* * gMS
 .  .  . . .L M . If dim M - q`, let P z, w s det w y L* z y L y C , whereS
w x < w xC s S*, S . As was shown in 27 , if dim M - q`, thenM
s N ; z : P z , z s 0 . 5 4 .  .  .S
w x w xIt is easy to see by the analytic model 29 , 30 of a subnormal operator
 .  .that s S s s N if dim M - q`.ess
THEOREM 1. Let S be a pure subnormal operator on a Hilbert space with
finite rank self-commutator. Then there exist quadrature domains D withj
projections c , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, such thatj
ms S s D c D , 6 .  . .js1 j j
s S s D m ­ D j finite set , 7 .  .ess js1 j
and
z : P z , z s 0 ; z : P z , z s 0 8 4 .  .  . 4D Sj
where P is the defining polynomial of D .D jj
w xProof. From 32 , there are quadrature domains D in finite Riemannj
surfaces with projections c , auxiliary Hilbert spaces E , piecewise continu-j j
 .ous positive definite L E -valued functions q , an invariant subspace Gj j
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of S with finite codimension, and a unitary operator U from G onto
m 2 .[ H D , q such thatjs0 j j
USUy1 f z s c z f z , on D for f g H 2 D , q . 9 .  .  .  . .  .j j j j
m .  < .  .  < .From 9 it is easy to see that s S s Dc D and s S s D ­ DG Gj j ess js1 j
 .  .which implies 6 and 7 , since S is pure and codim G - q`. Besides,
  . 4  .  .  .  .z : P z, z s 0 ; s S ; s N . Thus 5 implies 8 .D essj
3. ANALYTIC MODEL OF SOME
HYPONORMAL OPERATORS
In this paper, we always assume that H is a pure hyponormal operator
on a separable Hilbert space H with rank one self-commutator. In Sections
3]5, we assume that the Pincus principal function of H is the characteris-
 .  .tic function of the spectrum s H and assume that s H is the closure of
a finitely connected domain D with boundary ­ D consisting of a finite
collection of piecewise smooth Jordan curves with proper orientation.
All the statements here about the analytic model either may be found or
w x w x w xcan be proved by the same method in 17 , 27 , 28 .
There exists a non-zero vector e g H such that
w xH*, H x s x , e e, x g H . 10 .  .
 .  .y1  .y1 .  .Let S z, w s z y H e, w y H e , z, w g r H ; then
1 dm z .
S z , w s exp y 1, 11 .  .HH /p z y z w y z .D  .
where m is the planar Lebesgue measure. Up to a unitary equivalence, we
may assume that H is the Hilbert space of all analytic functions f on D,
 .satisfying f , f - q`, whereH
` n1
f , h s G f ; z , . . . , z G h; z , . . . , z dm z , 12 .  .  .  . . HH 1 n 1 n jn nn!p D js1ns1
 .  .  . n  .   ..G f ; z s f z , G f ; z , . . . , z s  f z  1r z y z for n G 2,1 n ks1 k j/ k k j
n   ..and D is the Cartesian product of n copies of D. If f , h g A s H ,
 .then 12 can be written as
1
f , h s f z S z , w h w dz dw. 13 .  .  .  .  .H HH 2
­ D ­ D2p .
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1 .  1 . .Especially, if f g H l H D where H D is the Hardy space then
1
f , 1 s z f z dz . 14 .  .  .HH 2p i ­ D
Then the operators H and H* can be written as
Hf z s zf z , f g H , 15 .  .  .  .
1 z f z dz .
1H*f z s , f g H l H D , z g D , 16 .  .  .  .H2p i z y z­ D
 .  .This model 15 and 16 is said to be the analytic model of H and H*
respectively.
Define
1 1 dm z .
E z , w s lim exp 17 .  .HH2  /prrªq`  .r H lD z y z z y w .  .r
 < < 4  .for z, w g D, where D s z g C : z F r . The function E ?, w s E w , ? .r
is the eigenfunction of H* corresponding to the simple eigenvalue w, for
w g D. For every f g H,
f , E ?, w s f w , w g D. 18 .  .  . .
 .  .The functions S z, w and E z, w may be continuously extended to
 . 4z, w : z, w g ­ D, z / w and
< < 2S z , w q 1 E z , w z y w s 1 for z , w g ­ D , z / w. 19 .  .  . .
 .  .  .But in general for g ? / 1 ? , 19 may not be true.H s H .
y1 y1 .  .  . .Let T z, w s w y H* e, z y H* e . There is a well-known
equality
y1T z , w s S z , w S z , w q 1 , z , w g r H .  .  .  . .
for every hyponormal operator H with rank one self-commutator, which
 w x w x w x.can be proved by the commutation relation cf. 7 , 27 , 29 .
 .  w x.From 11 , we have cf. also 7
1 dm z .
T z , w s 1 y exp y , z , w g r H , .  .HH /p z y z w y z .D  .
20 .
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for every hyponormal operator H with rank one self-commutator satisfying
l l l .  .  .g s 1 . Let ­ E ?, a s ­ r­ a E ?, a .H D
THEOREM 2. Let H be a pure hyponormal operator on H with rank one
self-commutator satisfying the condition that the Pincus principal function
g s 1 , where D is a quadrature domain in C of order n. Let K sH D
mw xE H* H*, H H. Then,m
nm k
ly1i 1 s a ­ E z , z , z g D 21 .  .  .  k , l k
ks1 ls0
 .  .where a , z , n , m are numbers in the quadrature identity 2 and 3 of thek , l k k
domain D.
 .ii The set
l­ E ?, z : l s 0, . . . , n y 1, k s 1, 2, . . . , m 22 .  . 4k k
is a basis for K and
dim K s n , 23 .
the order of D.
 .  .  .nkiii The denominator Q z s P z y z of the Schwarz functionD k
 .S z of D is the unique polynomial with minimal degree and leading coeffi-
 .cient 1 satisfying Q H *1 s 0.D
 .  .iv The defining polynomial P z, w of D satisfiesD
P z , w s P z , w 24 .  .  .D H
 .  . . . w x <where P z, w s det w y L* z y L y C , C s H*, H , and L sKH
 < .H* *.K
 .  .v The eigenfunction E ?, w of H* corresponding to the eigen¨alue w
 .normalized by formula 18 is
P z , w .D
E z , w s . 25 .  .
S z y w z y S w Q z Q w .  .  .  . .  . D D
 .  .  .y1  .y1 .vi And the function S z, w s z y H 1, w y H 1 is
Q z Q w .  .D D
S z , w s y 1. 26 .  .
P z , w .D
 .  .Proof. By the quadrature identity 2 and the formula 14 , for every
1 .f g H l H D , we have
f , 1 s a f  l . z . 27 .  .  .H k , l k
k , l
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 .On the other hand, from 18 , it is easy to calculate that
l  l .f , b ­ E ?, w s b f w , 28 .  .  .  /k , l k k , l k
 .for every f g H, w g D, b g C, k s 1, 2, . . . , n , l s 0, . . . , j. From 27k k , l
 .  .  .  .and 28 , 21 follows. From 28 , it is easy to see that 22 is a set of
linearly independent vectors in H. We have
l
l  j.  lyj.q H* ­ E ?, w s q w ­ E ?, w l!rj! l y j ! 29 .  .  .  .  .  .
ks0
 .  .  .  .for any polynomial q, since H*E ?, w s wE ?, w . From 21 and 29 , we
have
 j.  ly1yj.q H* 1s a q z ­ E z , z ly1 !rj! ly1yj !. 30 .  .  .  .  . . k , l k k
k , l , j
 .  .  .Hence 22 is a basis for K and 23 holds. From 30 we may conclude that
 j. .  .q H* 1 s 0 iff q z s 0, for 0 F j F n y 1, k s 1, 2, . . . , m, whichk k
 .proves statement iii in the theorem.
 .In order to prove 24 , we only have to show that
­ D ; z : P z , z s 0 , 31 4 .  .H
w x w xsince in 12 and 21 ,
­ D s z : P z , z s 0 , 4 .D
 . and it is easy to see that there is only one polynomial P z, w i.e.,
n n ..  .P z, w with leading term z w satisfying P z , w s P w, z and .D
  . 4   . 4z : P z, z s 0 ; z : P z, z s 0 , and P has these properties.D H
y1 y1 .  .  .  .Suppose z g r H , then z g r L and z y L* 1 s z y H* 1.
 .From 20
1 dm z .y1 25 5z y L* 1 s 1 y exp y . 32 .  .HH 2 /p < <z y zD
 .  .For z g r L l ­ D, letting z ª z in 32 , we have0 0
y15 5z y L 1 s 1. 33 .  .0
y1 y1 .  .  .Thus x, 1 s 1, where x s z y L z y L* 1, which proves0 0
z y L* z y L x y Cx s 0, . .0 0
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 .  .  .   . 4  .i.e., P z , z s 0 or r L l ­ D ; z : P z, z s 0 . Hence 31 holds,H 0 0 H
 .  . w xsince s L is a finite set. The formula 26 has been proved in 21 . From
 .  .  .26 and 19 follows 25 .
w x  .Remark. By the method in 21 , Eq. 24 also can be proved without use
 .of the analytic model in this section. The formula 26 can be proved by
the analytic model.
4. HYPONORMAL OPERATORS ON
INVARIANT SUBSPACES
In this section, we always assume that H is a pure hyponormal operator
with rank one self-commutator satisfying the condition that the Pincus
principal function g s 1 where D is a quadrature domain, and we alsoH D
 .  .adopt the analytic model of H and H* as in 15 and 16 respectively.
LEMMA 1. a is an eigen¨alue of H* iff a g D.
Proof. We only have to prove the ``only if'' part. Suppose there is a
 .vector ¨ / 0 such that H*¨ s a¨ . Then a g s H . We only have toa a a
  ..prove that a f ­ s H . For every rational function f with poles off
 .s H , we have
f , ¨ s f H 1, ¨ s 1, f H *¨ s 1, ¨ f a . .  .  .  .  . .  .a a a a
 .It is obvious that 1, ¨ / 0 since ¨ / 0. Thus there is a constant C sucha a a
<  . < 5 5  .that f a F C f . For l g r H , we havea
< <y2 2l y a F C S l, l 34 .  .a
5  ..y1 5 2  .since l y ? s S l, l . If a g ­ D, then it is easy to calculate that
 .  < <ya .S l, l s 0 l y a , as l ª a, where either a s 1 if ­ D has a tangent
at a or ap equals the angle of the cusp of ­ D at a. In any case, a - 2
since ­ D is the union of a finite collection of algebraic arcs, as D is a
 .quadrature domain. This leads to a contradiction to 34 which proves the
lemma.
LEMMA 2. Let G be an in¨ariant subspace of H with p s codim G - q`.
Then there are a , . . . , a g D such that the orthogonal complement of G,1 k
H jG s ­ E ?, a : j s 0, . . . , p y 1, l s 1, 2, . . . , k . 4E l l
where p q ??? qp s p.1 k
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Proof. The p-dimensional space G H is invariant with respect to H*.
< HConsider the Jordan form of the operator H* . There are eigenvaluesG
a , . . . , a of H* and for each a there are vectors e such that1 k l l, j
H* y a e s e , j s 1, 2, . . . , p , 35 . .j l , j l , jy1 l
where e s 0, i.e., e / 0 is an eigenvector of H* corresponding to a .l, 0 l, 1 l
 .From Lemma 1, a , . . . , a are in D. From 18 , it is easy to see that every1 k
eigenvalue a of H* is simple. Thus a , . . . , a are different points in D.1 k
 .  .  . We may assume that e s E ?, a . From 18 and 35 we have H yl, 1 l
. .  .a f , e s f a , f g H. Therefore for every rational function f withl l, 2 l
 .poles off s H , we have
f , e s f 9 a q f a 1, e . .  .  .  .l , 2 l l l , 2
 .  .  .Thus e s ­ E ?, a q e , 1 E ?, a . Similarly, we may treat e forl, 2 l l, 2 l l, j
jy1 4   . 4j ) 2. Hence E e : j s 1, 2, . . . , n s E ­ E ?, a ; j s 1, 2, . . . , pl, j l l l
which proves the lemma.
THEOREM 3. Let H be a pure hyponormal operator on H with a rank one
self-commutator satisfying the condition that its Pincus principal function gH
equals 1 , where D is a quadrature domain of order n. Assume G is anD
Ã <in¨ariant subspace of H with codimension 1 - p - q`. Let H s H . ThenG
Ã .s H s ­ D,ess
Ã Ãrank H*, H F p q 1, 36 .
Ãdim K F p q n , 37 .
and
Ã Ã Ã­ D ; z : det z y L* z y L y C s 0 38 . .  . . 5
Ã Ã m Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãw x  < . w x <where K s E H* H*, H G, L s H* *, and C s H*, H .ÃK Gm
Proof. Lemma 2 gives the structure of the orthogonal complement G H
of G. In order to avoid the complexity of the notation, we only consider
H   . 4the case that G s E E ?, a : j s 1, . . . , p , where a , . . . , a are differ-j 1 p
ent points in D. The general case follows from the limit process since
l  .  .­ E ?, a is the limit of some linear combinations of E ?, a q jh , j s
Ã Ã0, . . . , l, and the operators C and L continuously depend on a , . . . , a . In1 p
  . 4this case G s f g H : f a s 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , p . Here we adopt the ana-j
lytic model.
 .Let g be the inverse of the positive definite matrixi j i, js1, 2, . . . , p
  ..  .E a , a . For simplicity of notation, denote g s E a , a s 1, andi j 00 0 0
 .  .g s g s E a , a s E a , a s 0, for j s 1, 2, . . . , p. These0 j j0 j 0 0 j
 .E a , a , . . . are just a notation; we do not require the existence of such a0 0
point a g D.0
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Let P and P H be the orthogonal projections from H to G and G HG G
respectively. Then
p
HP f s E ?, a g f a . 39 .  .  .G i i j j
i , js1
Ã q q <  .Note that H* s P H* , q G 1. By a direct calculation and 39 , weGG
have
p
Ã ÃH*, H f s j g f , j , 40 . . i i j j
i , js0
 .where j s P 1 and j s P HE ?, a , j s 1, 2, . . . , p. Thus the range of0 G j G j
Ã Ãw x  4  .H*, H is E j , j s 0, . . . , p which proves 36 . It is easy to see thatj
q q qy1 qy1ÃH* j s P H* HE ?, a s P H* 1 q a P H* j .j G j G j G j
for q G 1, j s 1, 2, . . . , p. Thus
Ã lK s P H* 1 : l s 1, . . . , n j j , j s 1, 2, . . . , p , 4 4E G j
Ã .  .  .which proves 37 . It is easy to see that s H s s H .
Ã Ã Ã .  . . .Denote P z, w s det w y L* z y L y C . Now we have to proveÃH
Ã .  .  .  .that if z g r L l r L l ­ D , then P z, z s 0.ÃH
y1 y1 .  .  .Let h s h s z y L* 1 for z g r L and h s h s z y L* j ,z j j, z j
 . for j s 0, 1, 2, . . . , p. For z g r H , it is easy to see that h s P z y0 G
y1 Ã.  .  .H* 1. Hence h s P h for z g r L l r L . It is easy to calculate that0 G
y1
h s P z y H* HE ?, a .  .j G j
y1 y1w xs P z y H* H*, H q H z y H* E ?, a .  .  . .G j
s h q j r z y a , .  .0 j j
 .for z g r H and j s 1, 2, . . . , p. Hence
h s h q j r z y a , 41 . .  .j 0 j j
Ã .  .for z g r L l r L and j G 1.
Ã .  .  .From 33 and 39 , for z g r L l ­ D, we have
p
2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5Hh s h y P h s 1 y h a g h a , 42 .  .  .0 G i i j j
i , js1
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 .   ..  .where h a s h, E ?, a . For z g r H , we havej j
y1
Hj , h s E ?, a , y1 q z z y H* 1 y HE ?, a , P h .  .  . .  . /j 0 j j G
p
s y1 q zh a y h a g a E a , a . .  .  .j l i l i i j
i , ls1
Ã .  .Thus for z g r L l r L , we have
p
j , h s y1 q h a g z y a E a , a . 43 .  .  .  . . j 0 l l i i i j
i , ls1
Ã .  .Similarly, we may calculate that for z g r L l r L ,
p
j , j s 1 q a a E a , a y E a , a a g a E a , a . 44 .  .  .  . . i j i j j i j l l l q q q i
l , qs1
 .  .  .Let us calculate h a . Define F z and G z as the functionsi i i
1 z E z , a dz .iH2p i z y z­ D
 .for z g r H and z g D respectively. By Plemelje's formula, the boundary
 .  .values of F ? and G ? satisfyi i
G z y F z s zE z , a for a.e. z g ­ D. .  .  .i i i
 .   .. .  .  .However, G z s H*E ?, a z s a E z, a by 16 , andi i i i
y1
h a s 1, z y H E ?, a s yF z , z g r H , .  .  .  .  . .i i i
 .by 14 . Thus
h a s z y a E a , z for z g ­ D. 45 .  .  .  .i i i
 .From 40 , it is easy to see that x satisfies
Ã Ã Ãz y L* z y L x y Cx s 0 46 . .  .
Ã .for z g r L iff
p p
y1 y1Ã Ãx s ¨ z y L z y L* j , ¨ s x , j g . .  .  . i i i j i j
is0 js0
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 . p  .Hence x satisfies 46 iff ¨ s  ¨ h , h g , k s 1, . . . , p, or equiva-k is0 i i j k j
lently
p
¨ h , h y E a , a s 0, k s 0, . . . , p. 47 .  .  . . i i k k i
is0
 .  .By 41 ] 45 and some complicated calculation we may conclude that, for
 .  .z g ­ D, the solution ¨ of 47 is a constant which does not depend on ii
multiple of
p
¨ s z y a g E a , z , i s 1, 2, . . . , p , 48 .  . . i i i j j
js1
and
p
¨ s 1 y g E a , z , 49 .  .0 i j j
i , js1
 .  .where E a , z s E z , a and E z, a is the boundary value of the .j j j
 .function E ?, a on D.j
Ã .  .  .Thus for z g ­ D l r L l r L , P z, z s 0 iff ¨ s ¨ , i s 0, . . . , p,ÃH i i, z
 .  .defined by 48 and 49 are not all zero.
 .On the other hand, it is easy to calculate that ¨ s j z and ¨ s0, z 0 j, z
p  .  . j z g , j s 1, . . . , p, where j z are the boundary values of theis1 i i j i
function j g H at z g ­ D. If there is a set A in ­ D with positivei
Hausdorff 1-measure such that ¨ s 0, j s 0, . . . , p for z g A, thenj, z
 . Hj ' 0 for all z g ­ D and j s 0, . . . , p. That means HE ?, a g G forj j
j s 1, 2, . . . , p and 1 g G H . Then G H reduces H and contains 1 which
leads to a contradiction. Hence, except for a set of measure zero in ­ D,
 .  .P z, z s 0, which proves 38 .ÃH
5. HYPONORMAL TUPLES
w x  .Following 2 , a k-tuple of operators H s H , . . . , H on a Hilbert1 k
space H is said to be hyponormal if
w U xH , H x , x G 0, x , . . . , x g H . 50 . . l m l m 1 k
l , m
w x  .THEOREM 31 . If H s H , . . . , H is an irreducible k-tuple of commut-1 k
w U x  .ing operators, H is hyponormal satisfying rank H , H s 1, H , H is1 1 1 1 j
w U x  .hyponormal, and H , H is compact for j s 2, . . . , k. Then either i H isj j 1
a linear combination of the identity and a unilateral shift with multiplicity one
 .and H is subnormal, or ii H is non-subnormal and there are a , b g C1 j j
such that H s a H q b I, j s 2, . . . , k.j j 1 j
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 .  .For the hyponormal tuple H , . . . , H from 50 , it is easy to see that1 k
U Uw xH , H H ; closure of H , H H . 51 .j 1 1 1
 .Thus we are interested in the condition of type 51 and discuss the case
when H satisfies conditions in Sections 3 and 4.1
THEOREM 4. Let H be an irreducible hyponormal operator on H with rank
mw xone self-commutator satisfying dim E H* H*, H H - q`. Let T be anm
operator on H commuting with H and
w x w xT*, H H ; H*, H H . 52 .
 .  .Then either i H is not subnormal and T s aH q bI, a , b g C, or ii H is
a linear combination of a unilateral shift with multiplicity one and identity and
 .H, T is a subnormal pair.
w x  .Proof. From 20, 21 , s H is the closure of a quadrature domain D.
 .Let us adopt the analytic model of H and H* in Section 3. From 52 ,
there is a function h g H such that
w xH*, T f s f , 1 h , f g H . 53 .  .
 .Denote T ? s T1. It is easy to verify that
Tf z s T z f z , f g H , 54 .  .  .  .  .
w xsince T , H s 0 and 1 is a cyclic vector for H.
 .  .  .  .From 14 , 16 , 53 , and 54 , it follows that
1 z T z f z dz T z z f z dz .  .  .  .
yH H2p i z y z 2p i z y z­ D ­ D
1
s z f z dz h z . 55 .  .  .H2p i ­ D
 .  .  .  .  .  .Let f z s 1r z y l , l g r H , in 55 . Then by 2 and 55 , we have
m 1
n .l!a T z .  k , l k n !ks1 0FlFn y1 0FnFlk
1 1
= ylynq1 lynq1 /z y z l y z .  .k k
1 1
yT z y . lq1 lq1 /z y z l y z .  .k k
l y z
qh z s 0. 56 .  .lq1 5l y z .k
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 .  4This formula 56 extends to the case of l g C _ z , . . . , z . Multiplying1 m
 .  .nk56 by l y z and letting l ª z , we getk k
T z y T z q h z z y z s 0. 57 .  .  .  .  . .k k
 .    .  ..   .  ...If m ) 1, then T z s z T z y T z q z T z y z T z z y1 2 1 2 2 1 1
.y1z . Thus T s aH q bI for certain a , b g C.2
If m s 1 and n ) 1, then by calculating the coefficients of l y1
.yn 1q1  .  .z in the Laurent expansion of 56 , by means of 57 , we get1
 .  .h z s T 9 z . Still we have T s aH q bI for certain a , b g C.1
If m s 1 and n s 1, i.e., the order of D is 1, then D must be a disk cf.1
w x .  .1 or next section of the present paper . Thus case ii of the theorem
follows.
 .COROLLARY 1. Let H s H , . . . , H be a hyponormal k-tuple of com-1 k
w U xmuting operators on H. If H is irreducible, rank H , H s 1 and1 1 1
U mw U x  .dim E H H , H H - q`. Then either i H is non-subnormal andm 1 1 1 1
 .H s a H q b I, a , b g C, j s 2, 3, . . . , k, or ii H is a linear combina-j j j j j 1
tion of the identity and a unilateral shift with multiplicity one and H is
subnormal.
6. HYPONORMAL EXTENSION
Let A be an operator on a Hilbert space H and H be a hyponormal
<operator on a Hilbert space K containing H as its subspace. If A s H ,H
then H is said to be a hyponormal extension of A. A hyponormal operator
H on H is said to be extremely hyponormal if H reduces every hyponormal
extension of H. Every nonnormal subnormal operator is not extremely
hyponormal.
LEMMA 3. Let H be a pure hyponormal operator on H with rank one
w xself-commutator. If the range of H*, H is in¨ariant with respect to H*, then
H is a linear combination of the identity and a unilateral shift of multiplicity
one.
 . 5 5y1r2Proof. Let e be a vector satisfying 10 . By replacing H with H e ,
5 5we may assume that e s 1. The vector e must be an eigenvector of H*
corresponding to the eigenvalue b. Replacing H with H y bI, we may
assume that
H*e s 0. 58 .
 .  . 5 5Thus we only have to prove that if H satisfies 10 and 58 with e s 1,
then H is a unilateral shift with multiplicity one. Denote e s H ny1e,n
n s 1, 2, . . . . We only have to prove that
H*e s e , n s 1, 2, . . . , 59 .n ny1
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where e s 0, and0
e , e s d , m , n s 1, 2, . . . , 60 .  .m n m , n
 .where d is the Kronecker d . First, we prove 59 by mathematicalm , n
 .  .  .induction. From 58 , Eq. 59 holds for n s 1. Suppose that 59 holds for
 .n s 1, 2, . . . , m. Then by 10 , we have
m w x my 1H*e s H*H e s H*, H H e q HH*emq 1 m
s H my 1e, e e q He . . my 1
 my 1 .If m s 1, then H*e s e. If m ) 1, then He s e and H e, e s2 my1 m
 my 2 .  .  .H e, H*e s 0. Thus 59 holds for n s m q 1 which proves 59 for
all n.
 .Now we have to prove 60 by induction with the integer m q n. It is
 .  .  .obvious that 60 holds for m q n s 2 i.e., m s n s 1 . Assume that 60
holds for m q n s k G 2. For m q n s k q 1, without loss of generality,
 .  my 1 .we may assume that m G 2. If n s 1, then e , e s H e, e sm n
 my 2 .  .H e, H*e s 0. If n G 2, then by 10 ,
w xe , e s He , He s H*, H e , e .  .  .m n my1 ny1 my1 ny1
q H*e , H*e .my 1 ny1
s e , e e, e q e , e s d , .  .  .my 1 ny1 my2 ny2 m , n
 .  .since e , e s 0 if n s 2 or m s 2, which proves 60 and hence themy 2 ny2
lemma.
Now let us show that Lemma 3 is equivalent to the following two
propositions.
w xPROPOSITION 1. 1 . E¨ery quadrature domain of order 1 is a disk.
PROPOSITION 2. Let D be a quadrature domain with positi¨ ely oriented
boundary. If
1 z dz
s a for z g D 61 .H2p i z y z­ D
then D is a disk centered at a.
As a matter of fact, if D is of order 1, let us adopt the notations in
 .  .  .Section 3, then from 2 we have f , 1 s a f a , where a g C, a g D.
 . w xThus 1 s aE ?, a , therefore H*1 s a g H*, H H. Thus from Lemma 3,
D must be a disk. Now let us show that Proposition 1 implies Lemma 3. If
mw xH satisfies the condition in Lemma 3, then K s E H* H*, H H sH m
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w x w xH*, H H. From 20, 21 , g s 1 where D is a quadrature domain. FromH D
 .23 the order of D is 1. Thus from Proposition 1, D must be a disk and
hence H must be a linear combination of the identity and a unilateral shift
with multiplicity one which proves Lemma 3.
Similarly, we may prove the equivalence of Lemma 3 and Proposition 2,
 .since 61 is equivalent to H*1 s a.
Remark. As suggested by the referee of this paper, in Proposition 2 the
assumption that D is a quadrature domain can be changed to D being a
bounded finitely connected domain consisting of piecewise smooth Jordan
curves.
THEOREM 5. Let H be a pure hyponormal operator with rank one self
commutator. If H is not a linear combination of the identity and a unilateral
shift of multiplicity one, then H is extremely hyponormal.
Proof. Assume that there is a pure hyponormal extension T of H on
K = H such that H does not reduce T. According to the decomposition
K s H [ H H , T may be written as a matrix
H T12T s  /0 T22
 H .  H.where T g L H ª H and T g L H . It is evident that12 22
w x U UH*, H y T T x , x q 2R H*T y T T y , x . . . .12 12 12 12 22
U w U xq T T q T , T y , y G 0 62 . . .12 12 22 22
w xsince T*, T G 0. Thus
w x UH*, H y T T G 0. 63 .12 12
w x  .Let P be the projection from H to H*, H H. Then 63 implies that
 . w xI y P T s 0. Let e be the unit vector in H*, H H. Then there is a12
vector q g H H such that
T y s y , q e, y g H H . .12
 .  U . .From 62 , if x H e, then H*T y T T y, x s 0. Therefore12 12 22
U w xH*T y T T y g H*, H H . .12 12 22
w xIt follows that H*e g H*, H H if T / 0. But T cannot be zero, since12 12
H does not reduce T. Thus the condition in Lemma 3 is satisfied which
proves the theorem.
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